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Abstract 
To more effectively cope with the network public sentiment emergency involved many interval-

valued warning indexes, we present a new method of early warning index selection and weight assignment 
for uncertain network public sentiment emergency decision-making. By using a new interval fuzzy AHP, 
the interval weight of each early warning index of network public sentiment emergency can be obtained. 
Then by means of the weighted aggregation values of all the emergency warning indexes, we can rank the 
severity of every network public sentiment emergency and select the most severe one. Finally, a numerical 
example is given to illustrate the application of the proposed method of warning index selecting and 
weighting to uncertain network public sentiment emergency decision. 
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1. Introduction 
Network sentiment is the public opinions of some event with some influence and 

strength. Recently, Network sentiment analysis and early warning become very important 
research issues.  As is well known, the uncontrolled network sentiments easily incur the 
emergency.  Simultaneously, emergency will affect network public sentiment. So, in order to 
decrease the risk of emergency management and decision [1, 2], there is much need to analyze 
and control the network public sentiment effectively.  In the above areas, Zeng [3, 4] and Zhang 
[5] proposed the methods of selecting sentiment indexes and determining their weights for 
network sentiment emergency. Peng [6] and Zhang [7] discussed the close relationship between 
network public sentiment and emergency. Also some authors [8, 9] have proposed many early 
warning decision or alarm severity priority ordering methods for network emergency. However, 
the most existing related emergency decision methods and alarm severity ranking mechanics 
can only deal with the emergency under precise condition and certain environment. Although 
Lin [10] proposed a method for network sentiment early warning, it excessively depended on the 
selected fuzzy reasoning rules, and the weight of network sentiment index is not considered. 
Thus, this proposed approach is inconvenient in some cases and it can not deal with network 
sentiment emergency with interval linguistic terms. In fact, due to the increasing complexity of 
the socio-economic environment and the lack of knowledge about the problem domain, most of 
the real-world problems, like network public sentiment analysis and uncertain decision-making, 
are involved variety of fuzziness, like fuzzy value and interval value. Especially, in the process 
of uncertain network emergency decision making, a decision maker may provide his/her 
preferences over the alternate emergencies with interval numbers [11, 12] or interval linguistic 
values [13] rather than real numbers.  

As we know, the unexpected emergency generally involves many public sentiment 
factors, including the importance of topic, the tide of sentiment, the attention degree of topic, 
and the popularity of topic, as well as the spreading speed of topic. Also, the values of above 
emergency influence factors are easily expressed by interval numbers.  In this paper we aim to 
propose an effective method for determining the alarm severity priority ordering of the uncertain 
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network sentiment emergency, which can efficiently conduct the emergency urgent decision in 
the uncertain environment.  

We first propose some basic operators between interval numbers in section 2. And in 
section 3, we introduce the alarm severity priority ordering process of network public sentiment 
emergency with interval linguistic value. In section 4, one numerous example is given to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed network sentiment emergency decision making 
approach by using the proposed interval fuzzy fusion operator and interval preference matrix.  

Recently, many researchers studied the approaches of index analysis and weight 
assignment. For example, Kahraman et al. [14] employed fuzzy AHP in supplier selection and 
service quality evaluation, but the interval fuzzy index selection and weight assignment were not 
considered. In fact, most of the existing fuzzy index analysis methods cannot effectively 
determine the weights of interval fuzzy indexes. Thus, in this paper we try to propose a new 
effective approach for early warning index selection and weight assignment of network 
sentiment emergency with interval linguistic terms, and then deal with the network public 
sentiment emergency decision problem involved interval evaluation value in uncertain 
environment. To the end, it will greatly facilitate the network public sentiment emergency 
management adopting the corresponding decision strategy to cope with the most severe 
alternate network public sentiment emergency according to the severity ranking result of all the 
possible network public sentiment emergences. 

 
 

2. Preliminaries 
Interval valued fuzzy set (IvFS) is a useful generalization of the ordinary fuzzy set, 

which has been proved to be more suitable way for dealing with vagueness and uncertainty. 
Particularly, the information entropy [15], similarity measure and distance measure [16] of IvFSs 
play very important roles in the application areas of pattern recognition, medical diagnosis, and 
decision-making [12,17,18].  
Definition 1. An interval fuzzy set A  in the universe },,,{ 21 nxxxX   is defined as ,{( ixA 

}/]1,0[)](),([)( XxxAxAxA iiii   , where )(),( ii xAxA  are called membership degree 

and non-membership degree of element ix  to set A , respectively.   

For simplicity, in this paper we call ],[~  aaa to be an interval number, if

10   aa . 

Definition 2. Let ],[~  aaa , ],[
~  bbb  be two interval numbers, some basic operations 

between them are defined as follows. 
 

ba
~~ ],[  aa + ],[  bb = ],[   baba  (1) 

ba
~~ ],[  aa ],[  bb = ],[  baba  

aw~ ],[],[   wawaaaw ,  if 0w .                                      

ba
~

/~ ],[  aa ],/[  bb = ]/,/[  baba ,   if 0,  ba . 

 

Definition 3. Let },,,{ 21 ncccC  be the early warning index set of network sentiment 

emergency, suppose ( nnijg ) is the pair-wise comparison interval fuzzy preference relation 

matrix constructed by the knowledge of experts, where ijg  represents the interval preference 

degree of index ic  over index jc , ijji gg /1 . The interval weights of indexes can be given by 

following formula 
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Definition 4. Let ],[~  aaa , ],[
~  bbb  be any two interval numbers,  the preference 

degree of a~ over b
~

 is defined as 
 

}0},0,
)()(

max{1max{)
~~(









bbaa

ab
baP , (3) 

 

Notably,   1)~~
()

~~(  abPbaP ,  and 5.0)~~(  aaP . 

Definition 5. Let }1],[~{ nirrr iii  
be an interval number sequence, by pair-wise 

comparison between interval numbers we construct the preference relation matrix nnijP )( , 

where )~~( jiij rrPp  . The non-dominance degree of the i th interval number is defined as  

 

}1{min *
jiiji pNDD   , (4)  

 

where }0,max{*
ijjiji ppp  represents the degree to which ir

~ strictly dominated by jr~ . 

Definition 6. The full ranking of all the n  interval numbers are determined by the ascending 

order of iNDD , and the set of non-dominated alternate emergency is defined as 

 

}{max/{ jjii
ND NDDNDDee  . (5)  

 
 
3. Early Warning Index Selection and Weight Assignment for Network Public Sentiment 

Emergency with Interval Values 
As we know, many kinds of indexes probably incur network public sentiment 

emergency. Especially in the uncertain emergency decision environment, the accurate value of 
early warning index information is difficult to measure. However, by interval linguistic value, we 
can conveniently compare the preference degree between two emergency indexes and get the 
interval fuzzy preference relation on early warning index set. Through the interval fuzzy AHP 
analysis method, we can weight all the early warning indexes of network  sentiment emergency.  

Generally, by emergency management expert questionnaire survey and statistical 
analysis from network public sentiment emergency management we can easily get some 
important indexes which possibly cause the network public sentiment emergency. Also, through 
emergency supervisors and search engines, we can obtain much information of network public 
sentiment emergency warning indexes including subjective and objective indexes. For the sake 
of dealing with early warning and emergency decision making, we firstly choose the finite 
comprehensive and hierarchical indexes from all the possible alternate indexes based on the 
well-established principle that each index should possess independency, sensitivity, and 
representation, as well as guidance quality.  Therefore, we need to select the relative important 
early warning index with higher scores. Generally, after index early warning analysis and 
selection, there are still multi-level warning indexes that should be taken into account. Usually, 
every network public sentiment emergency mainly comprises the following first-grade indexes: 
network public sentiment emergency power index, network sentiment intensity index and 
emergency coping capacity index.   

Additionally, each first-grade early warning index also has many second-grade warning 
indexes.  In general, network public sentiment emergency power index briefly consists of the 
following second-grade indexes， including time duration, extent of diffusion, environment 
disruption degree, severity of economic loss. And network sentiment intensity index briefly 
consists of the following second-grade indexes， including sentiment attention degree, spreading 
speed of network sentiment, emotion tendency, behavior tendency, authenticity of network 
public sentiment. The government emergency coping capacity briefly consists of the following 
second-grade indexes, including response speed, information transparency, emergency 
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evacuation capacity, emergency resource allocation capacity, government responsibility, 
people-centralized degree, etc. 

Notably, in complex uncertain decision environment the above-mentioned network 
public sentiment emergency early warning indexes are difficult to measure by precise real 
numbers, instead, they are easily assessed by emergency managers and related field experts in 
terms of interval linguistic values, like strong emergency power, serious economic loss, severe 
environment disruption, enormous diffusion degree, wicked behavior liability, unreliable 
sentiment report, low response speed, weak emergency evacuation capacity, incomplete 
emergency rescue facility, and so on. 

Moreover, the evaluation value of every alternate network public sentiment emergency 
with multiple early warning indexes are easily expressed by the interval fuzzy linguistic terms 
like extremely strong, very strong, strong, medium, weak, very weak, extremely weak rather 
than by using accurate real numbers. In order to simplify the treatment of judgment expression 
of network public sentiment warning index, a unified set of interval linguistic variables is 
predetermined in Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1. Linguistic Terms for Evaluating Network Sentiment Emergency with  Interval Index 
Linguistic terms  Interval numbers 

Extremely Strong (ES)   /  Extremely High(EH)    /  Extremely Big (EB) [0.9, 1.0]  
Very very strong (VVS)   /  Very very high(VVH)  /  Very very Big (VVB) [0.8, 0.9] 

Very Strong (VS)   / Very high (VH)      /  Very Big (VB) [0.7, 0.8] 
Strong (S)        /  High (H)          /   Big (B) [0.6, 0.7] 

Medium (M) [0.4, 0.6] 
Weak (W)         /   Low (L)          /   Tiny(T) [0.3, 0.4] 

Very Weak (VW)   /  Very Low (VL)      /  Very tiny (VT) [0.2, 0.3] 
Very very Weak(VVW)     /  Very very Low (V VL)  /  Very very tiny (V VT) [0.1, 0.2] 

Extremely Weak (EW)  / Extremely Low (EL)  /  Extremely tiny (ET) [0.0, 0.1] 

   
 

Based on the above analysis and the previous formulae, we aim to develop an interval 
fuzzy AHP approach to determine the rational weight of warning index and then make 
emergency decision for network public sentiment emergency involved interval linguistic values 
in uncertain environment. 

Step 1. By statistical questionnaire and the scores assigned by emergency 
management experts, we first construct all the interval fuzzy preference relations over each 

warning index level. Let nnijbB  )
~

(
~ )1()1( , mm

k
ij

k bB  )
~

(
~ )2()2( represent interval fuzzy 

preference matrixes of the first-grade emergency early warning indexes, and the second-grade 

indexes of first-grade index kc , respectively, where ijb
~

 take some interval values listed in Table 

2. Then, by interval fuzzy AHP method and formula (2) we can first assign the weight vector to 
each first-grade index level and to each second-grade index level. Ultimately, by using 
multiplication of the weights of all the warning indexes of top-level and its sub-level, we obtain 
the overall weight of each warning index regarding the network public sentiment emergency 
decision goal.  

 
 
Table 2.  Linguistic terms for Comparing the Importance Degree of  Early Warning Indexes 

Intensity of importance Definition of grade Interval degree 

9
~

 
Extremely strong importance [8,10] 

7
~

 
Very strong importance [6, 8] 

5
~

 
Strong importance [5,6] 

3
~

 
Moderate importance [2,4] 

2
~

 
Fair importance [1,3] 

1.5 Just Equal importance [1,2] 

1
~

 
Equal importance [1,1] 
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Step 2.  By using the above-evaluated weight vector and formula (1), we can compute 

the interval weighted arithmetic aggregation value ie~ of each potential network public sentiment 

emergency ie . 

Step 3.  According to formulae (3)-(5), we rank all the possible network public sentiment 

emergencies. That is, if ki NDDNDD  , then the alternate network public sentiment 

emergency ie is severe than the emergency ke , then we must deal with emergency ie  earlier 

than ke . if ki ee ~~  , then the severity of emergency ie  is same as ke , we can simultaneously 

deal with the two network public sentiment emergencies with the same emergency solution.  
By the above emergency decision approach, the network public sentiment emergency 

management can cope with the emergency more efficiently according to the severity of every 
potential  network public sentiment emergency.  From the selected early warning indexes and 
the severity ranking of all the alternate network public sentiment emergencies, we can also 
design the decision mechanism and adopt the corresponding emergency response or decision 
strategy to decrease the possible losses of network public sentiment emergency.  

 
 

4. Application Example 
In uncertain setting, the network sentiment emergency management experts usually 

use the linguistic value to evaluate the importance of the index and to rate the alternatives 
involved various warning indexes. Most of the existing emergency decision methods have only 
precise values for the performance ratings and the index weighting. Therefore, in order to select 
the most severe one from a number of possible network sentiment emergencies with different 
interval indexes, we will develop an interval fuzzy AHP to determine the priority of different early 
warning indexes, and then choose the most severe network sentiment emergency for network 
public sentiment emergency management. 

Example 1. Suppose the network sentiment emergency management departments 
acquire much information of uncertain early warning indexes for some potential network 
sentiment emergencies by employing supervisor control platforms or search engines, and they 
need to evaluate the severity of all the possible city emergencies, then make final emergency 
decision making. Now assume there exist multiple alternate network sentiment emergencies E
={ 1e , 2e , 3e , 4e }, which may possesses many uncertain early warning indexes. By the aid of 

statistical questionnaire from emergency decision experts and through our established principle 
of early warning index selection,  here we choose three first-grade warning indexes including 

network public sentiment emergency power index ( 1c ), government emergency coping 

capacity( 2c ) and network sentiment intensity index ( 3c ). Moreover, in first-grade warning index 

level 1c  we select the following second-grade indexes: severity of economic loss )( 11c , extent 

of diffusion )( 12c and time duration )( 13c . And in first-grade warning index level 2c  we also 

select the following second-grade indexes including response speed )( 21c , network sentiment 

information transparency )( 22c . Also, in the network sentiment intensity index 3c  we choose the 

following sub-indexes: sentiment attention degree )( 31c , emotional liability of network sentiment

)( 32c , and authenticity of network sentiment )( 33c . 

Moreover, by emergency experts comparing each pair of warning indexes, we can 
easily get the interval fuzzy preference matrix over each warning index level as shown in Tables 
3.  Also, the evaluated values of all the alternate network sentiment emergencies with respect to 
the uncertain warning indexes are given by related expertise as shown in the following Table 4. 
Our next task is to determine the severity ranking of all the potential network sentiment 
emergencies involved interval linguistic terms. Ultimately, we make final urgent decision to 
select the most severe one we must deal with first of all out of all the alternate network public 
sentiment emergencies. 
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Table 3.  Interval Fuzzy Preference Relation over  Network Sentiment Emergency Index Levels 
 C1 C2 C3 C11 C12 C13 C21 C22 C31 C32 C33 

C1 [1,1] [2,4] [4,6]         

C2 [1/4,1/2] [1,1] [1/8,1/6]         

C3 [1/6,1/4] [6,8] [1,1]         

C11    [1,1] [4,6] [6,8]      

C12    [1/6,1/4] [1,1] [1/4,1/2]      

C13    [1/8,1/6] [2,4] [1,1]      

C21       [1,1] [2,4]    

C22       [1/4,1/2] [1,1]    

C31         [1,1] [4,6] [2,4] 

C32         [1/6,1/4] [1,1] [1/8.1/6] 

C33         [1/4,1/2] [6,8] [1,1] 

  
 

Table 4.  Network Sentiment Emergency Decision System with Interval Linguistic Terms 
Emergency C11 C12 C13 C21 C22 C31 C32 C33 

1e
 

   VT B V S V VH H M   B   S 

2e
 

EB VB VW H V VL S T W 

3e
 

VB T M VH V VH W VT VVW 

4e
 

   T B V S V VH H V VW M VS 

 
 

First, from the pair-wise comparison preference matrix of the first-grade indexes and 
second-grade indexes in Table 3, by employing interval fuzzy AHP and formula (2) we can 
compute the weight vector and priority of each early warning index level as listed in Table 5. 

 
 

Table 5.  The Priority Weights in the Network Sentiment Emergency Warning Index Levels 
 Weight of top index Weight of sub-index  Overall  weight of  

sub-index 

Index 1 [0.4366,0.8701]    

Sub-index 11  [0.576,0.9412]  [0.2515,0.8189] 

Sub-index 12  [0.0692,0.1295]  [0.0302,0.1127] 

Sub-index 13  [0.1258, 0.2263]  [0.0549, 0.1969] 

Index 2 [0.0688, 0.1318]    

Sub-index 21  [0.5224,1.0448]  [0.0359, 0.1377 ] 

Sub-index 22  [0.1847,0.3694]  [0.0127, 0.0487] 

Index 3 [0.2183, 0.3801]    

Sub-index 31  [0.4151, 0.8434]  [0.0906, 0.3206] 

Sub-index 32  [0.0571, 0.1014]  [0.0125, 0.0385] 

Sub-index 33  [0.2376, 0.4642]  [0.0519, 0.1764] 

 
 

From Table 5, we see that the weights 22w =[0.0127, 0.0487], 32w =[0.0125, 0.0385] are 

very small, so the two warning sub-indexes 3222 ,cc  can be omitted. Now we only select the six 

warning index { 333121131211 ,,,,, cccccc }, which are viewed as the six criteria },,,{ 621 rrr  of 

the network public sentiment emergency decision problem.  
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From linguistic term Table 1, we translate Table 4 regarding the selected six warning 

indexes into the following interval fuzzy decision matrix 64)~(  ijrD ,  

 

,

]8.0,7.0[]2.0,1.0[]9.0,8.0[]8.0,7.0[]7.0,6.0[]4.0,3.0[

]2.0,1.0[]4.0,3.0[]8.0,7.0[]6.0,4.0[]4.0,3.0[]8.0,7.0[

]4.0,3.0[]7.0,6.0[]7.0,6.0[]3.0,2.0[]8.0,7.0[]0.1,9.0[

]7.0,6.0[]6.0,4.0[]9.0,8.0[]8.0,7.0[]7.0,6.0[]3.0,2.0[

)~( 64



























 ijrD

 
 

ijr~ is the interval membership degree of network sentiment emergency ie with respect to j-th 

index considered.  
From Table 5 we know that the weight vector of all the selected six warning sub-indexes is  W
=([0.2515, 0.8189], [0.0302, 0.1127], [0.0549, 0.1969], [0.0359, 0.1377], [0.0906, 0.3206],  
[0.0519,0.1764]).  

And by formula (1) we calculate the interval weighted arithmetic aggregation value ie~  of 

each network public sentiment emergency ie  as below. 

j
j

j rwe 1

6

1
1

~~~ 


 =[0.2029, 0.9218];             j
j

j rwe 2

6

1
2

~~ 


 = [0.3499, 1.3595]; 

j
j

j rwe 3

6

1
3

~~ 


 =[0.2646, 1.092];               j
j

j rwe 4

6

1
4

~~ 


 =[0.2061, 0.8931].  

Also, according to formula (3) we compute the interval preference degrees between any 
two fuzzy numbers as follows: 

 )~~( 21 eeP 0.3309,      )~~( 31 eeP 0.425,      )~~( 41 eeP 0.5091, 

 )~~( 32 eeP 0.596,       )~~( 42 eeP 0.6798,     )~~( 43 eeP 0.585.  

And we then construct the following interval possibility matrix P ,   where )~~( jiij eePp  ,  

44)(  ijpP =

























5000.0415.03202.04909.0

5850.0500.04040.05750.0

6798.0596.05000.06691.0

5091.0425.03309.05000.0

. 

By using formulae (4), (5) we can calculate the non-dominance degree of each network 

sentiment emergency ie~  as follows.  

1NDD = }411{min *
11  jp jj =0.6618,    

2NDD = }411{min *
22  jp jj =1, 

3NDD = }411{min *
33  jp jj =0.808,  

4NDD = }411{min *
44  jp jj =0.6404.  
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Since  }{max2 jj NDDNDD  ,   }{ 2eeND  , that is to say, 2e  is the most severe 

emergency. 

And due to that 2NDD > 3NDD > 1NDD > 4NDD , we obtain that the severity ranking 

of all the alternate network public sentiment emergencies is as  
 

4e 
1e   3e 

2e . 

 

Thus, the network sentiment emergency 2e  is the optimal decision alternative. That is 

to say, 2e  is the most severe network sentiment emergency in all the possible network 

sentiment emergencies, the network sentiment emergency management decision-maker must 
firstly deal with this network sentiment emergency, next to cope with the secondary severe 

emergency 3e , then 1e , and so 4e .  The related network sentiment emergency management 

will raise the corresponding early warning and take urgent decision mechanism to coordinate all 
kinds of emergency facilities among different municipal zones and districts to avoid or decrease 
the risk loss of the unexpected network sentiment significant emergency before implementing 
some emergency response.  
 
 
5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we employ an interval fuzzy AHP method to assign the rational weights of 
selected early warning indexes for network public sentiment emergency. And then by using 
interval weighted aggregation operator of all the warning index value we can rank all the 
severity of network public sentiment emergencies and make emergency decision to select the 
most severe network public sentiment emergency, which can help the related network public 
sentiment emergency management department take the corresponding emergency strategy and 
mechanism in accord with the obtained severity ranking result of the network public sentiment 
emergency with interval linguistic values.   
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